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to improve to 18-1 and lead WAC
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Community
raises funds,
battle disease
By Ryan McCrossin
Daily staff writer

participants ran or glided on
Some
skates through the course of the
10-kilometer Walk For AIDS
Sunday in downtown San Jose. Many of
those who walked, ran or skated carried
red and white balloons. After crossing
the finish line, -a-minber of participants
bobbed their heads to\the music booming from tall speakers. \
At least one man held up a sign
denou ing- the
lifestyle and
preaclØd though a icrophone to the
appro mate crowd of 2,000 to 3,000
peopl .
A number oq San Jose State
Univ rsity studŁnswho participated in
the 10th annual Walk For AIDS were
bearing somethg much licvier the
memo of she:teem th ’ve known
afThrte by t ’ AIDS virus.
The Lm4a Phi Epsilon fraternity
started w rrig in the eyent five years
ago after t ;disease lulled one of its fraternity brot ers, said Andrew Toy, president of the, fraternity. Every year alumni come back and do the walk with
them.
"It was really difficult for everybody.
You never think it Could be somebody so
close to you," Toy Said. "This is the best
way we feel we can de somethingto keep
his memory"
Since 1990, AIDS Walk has raised
ovet $1.4 million for AIDS organizations
in Santa Clara County, according to’its
Web site.
\
Approximately 2,500 people in thb
county are living with AIDS or HIV, said
Anti, Hayes, co-chair of the .walk. The
money walkers collect from 8i:tensors is
funneled,/ to 10 different orgaftizations
that focus on AIDS prevention and providing direct services to AIDS patients.
Participants in Sunday’s walk
brought in over $275, 000, according to

I

Dead man on campus
Daily staff report
reached the man at about 8:08
A 47 -year-old Cottonwood a.m.
man, whose name has not yet
"He looked like he went to
been released, was found sleep and never woke up," said
between the sidewalk and wall Philip Kearney, the press
of the Fourth Street garage on information officer for the
Oct. 12. just after 8 a.m.
UPD.
Firefighters and paraKearney also said it’s not
medics tried to revive the man unusual for UPD to receive
who had no vital signs. He was calls such as this, but usually
taken to San Jose Hospital, the officers are able to wake
where doctors
the person.
pronounced
lie
The man
him dead at
smelled of
8:44 a.m.
alcohol and
The police
was wearing
said no foul
dirty
play
was
clothes.
apparent.
His idenAn anonytification
.
"
mous caller
and a few
reported
a
scraps
of
Philip Kearney paper were
man
who
looked dead
found
on
his
press information officer
lying in the
University Police aperson,
ivy on the
g with a
Department tportlyon empty
south side of
the parking
40 -ounce
garage to the
bottle
of
University
Natural Ice
Police Department at 8:04 beer that was found in the
a.m.
upper left sleeve of his jacket.
While UPD officers were on
The Santa Clara Coroners
route, a San Jose State Office will hold its own investiUniversity shuttle driver also gation to determine cause of
reported the man.
death. The man’s name won’t
UPD officers, along with be released until next of kin
firefighters and paramedics, have been contacted.

looked
like he went
to sleep and
never Woke

LIP
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Temblor
rattles
Southern
California

Walkfor

Chad Paster /Spartan Daily

3500
Top, an estimated 7,000 feet
people participated in this year’s
Walk For AIDS.
Above, Mayor Ron Gonzales (right),
joined the first group of walkers at the
Santa Clara County Walk For AIDS,
Sunday in downtown San Jose. The
walk is the largest fund-raising event
for HIV and AIDS in Santa Clara
County, according to Judy Whittier,
Chair of Walk For AIDS ’99.
Left (left to right), SJSU students
Rosalva Sanchez, Mariaantonia
Roche, Samantha Kimble and Crystal
Williams, sang and danced down Park
Avenue during the walk.

See Walk, page 3
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LUDLOW (AP) The T-shirt hanging in a service station in this remote
Southern California desert town blares
"Welcome to Ludlow Famous for
Absolutely Nothing."
Not anymore.
A day after a magnitude 7.0 earthquake rocked California and the
Southwest, Ludlow is now known as the
place where an Amtrak train derailed,
an interstate overpass cracked and
every structure in town was damaged.
"Guess we’ll have to get new shirts,"
joked John Knoll, who, along with his
brother, owns the entire town three
houses, 22 mobile homes and six businesses.
There were only a handful of injuries
from the quake and no deaths reported.
The second huge earthquake in the
region in seven years struck at 2:46
a.m. Saturday, and was centered just a
few miles east of town. Seismologists
say hundreds of aftershocks have
occurred, including shakers of magnitude 5.8, 5.3 and 5.0.
As aftershocks continued to toss the
California desert Sunday, and communities assessed damage, the people of
this one-stop town between Barstow
and Needles began picking up the
pieces of their lives, most of which was
shaken to the floor.
Armed with a sense of humor,
brooms and buckets, the population of
Ludlow 50 people strong swept
away broken glass, cleaned up broken
dishes and remarked at the strange
way some things were damaged while
others remained untouched.
With every home knocked off its
foundation, the town’s only residential
community the Ludlow Mobile Home
Park sat at a tilt.
"It was always kind of tilted. Now
you can just see it," said Scott Able, 35,
as he hauled garbage bags filled with
debris from one home.
Inside another, a woman found a
long-forgotten gift given to her as a joke
when she moved in
California
Earthquake in a Can. The soup canshaped device has a mechanism inside
that trembles when the can is touched.
"Who needs that after the real
thing?" said 52-year-old Patsy Cheney.
who works as a waitress at the Ludlow
Coffee Shop.
The restaurant served toast and
ham for breakfast Sunday even though
most of the dishes were broken in the

See Quake, page 4

’89 quake
recounted
By Erik Anderson
Special to the Daily

Dr. Roy Christman, a lecturer in the political science department, remembers quite
clearly where he was and what he doing when
the Loma Prieta earthquake hit Oct. 17, 1989.
"I was in a dentist chair in Alameda," said
Christman, who was getting his teeth cleaned.
"Thank God I was not getting a root canal
because the power went out right after."
Christman said he immediately got out of
his chair and, along with the dentist and the
dental technician, crowded into the doorway.
There was no damage to the dentist’s office,
he said.
Christman, who lives in Danfield, said he
took an alternate route home so he could avoid
Interstate Highway 880.
"Almost immediately there were reports,"
he said, referring to the collapse of the doubledecker Nimitz freeway in Oakland, the one he
would normally take.
Cars were crushed between layers of concrete and asphalt when part of the top section
of the freeway collapsed in the magnitude 6.9
earthquake.
"Some 250 people were believed to have
been killed when a one-mile section of the
upper level of the double-decker Nimitz
Freeway in Oakland collapsed," Facts On File
states. "At least two more people were killed
when a 30-foot section of the upper level of the
Bay Bridge, which connected San Francisco

Spartan Daily file photo
Calvin Miles describes the collapse of the east wall of Marquis Apartments at Third and San
Fernando in downtown San Jose moments after the magnitude 6.9 earthquake of 1989.

and Oakland, fell onto the lower roadway."
Other areas that were severely damaged
included the Marina District in San Francisco
and the Pacific Garden Mall in downtown
Santa Cruz, which was mostly destroyed.
Preliminary estimates of total economic
damage ranged between $3 billion and $4 billion, according to Facts On File.
At Candlestick Park, the World Series
between the San Francisco Giants and the

Oakland Athletics was halted just as the third
game was about to begin.
San Jose State University history professor
Eric Narveson said his vivid memories are of
watching the news that evening of 1989.
Narveson said one of the local news stations
sent a reporter to the scene of the collapsed
880 freeway in Oakland near the Cypress
Street exit. Some of the areas had been

See Devastation, page 4
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Feeling the burn
of gym workouts
not for everyone

LN IRRIAED
AN EXPLinmsti
NOTICING HOW
FRAIL 3,11iN PNUL
IS LOOKING..

STAFF WRITER

Working out sucks
I got talked into
trying this cardio-kickboxing class by a
good friend. I guess it was
a favor for him, and I suppose it was an attempt to
diffuse that uneasy feelng of getting sweaty with strangers by having a
familiar face around for support.
Since I am involved in a recreation league
sport already, I figured I could keep up with the
routine. There were, after all, housewives and
mailmen in the class. How hard could it be?
It turns out that by Wednesday (we went to the
previous Monday night’s class) I was without the
upe of my calf muscles.
I kept looking down at my legs for those daggqrs that felt as if they were lodged firmly just
below the backs of my knees.
My legs were on strike and I was pissed at my
friend for making me go through this hour of torture that I paid five bucks for.
I had to walk around campus like an arthritic
old man with hemorrhoids in an attempt to
lessen the pain from the lactic acid build up in my
muscles.
I tried to milk my "condition" for all it was
worth, playing the battle-worn fitness soldier role
around my girlfriend. She, of course, had no sympathy for me because she and her roommate were
right there with us in the karate studio. They
were each just as sore as me and my friend, so no
dice there.
As luck would have it, my activities for the
week included an inordinate amount of walking
up and down endless flights of stairs so my pain
was accentuated by many times.
Through all the pain and psychological terror,
I discovered that working out, for mt., is boring
and repetitive. I would much rather get my exercise from real-world activities such as driving my
car or sitting on the couch or playing a sport.
Besides, if I were looking to feel as if I’d been
beaten up, I would get drunk and start crap with
a linebacker and actually get beat up. At least
that way I could have fun before paying the price.
Having been-to a gyn.* before foe about a. month
straight, I realized the glazed looks on the faces
of the Miler peopte in the roorn" were a sign of
withdrawal and separation. These people on
treadmills and weight machines weren’t having
fun, but were trying to ignore their pain and boredom. It was obvious to me they did not like what
they were doing.
About 15 minutes into my first kickboxing
class, I saw that same look wash over my face. I
was attempting to withdraw. The clock stopped
moving. Surely some evil cosmic force had taken
over the karate studio and fouled up all the tone
pieces in the room. My own watch was similarly
affected.
This bit of writing is not anti -workout: it’s
anti-torture. Paying good money to have a person
force you to perform physical tasks resulting in
harm to your body is sado-masochism.
You can do whatever you want to stay fit.
Just take my advice and stay the hell away
from cardio-kickboxing classes.

Jason Stull is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Nurses Christian Fellowship
Caring for
spiritual
warfare, 11 a ni. in the Montalvo
room, Student Union. For more
information, call Diane Stegmeir at
279-6385.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m in the art and
industrial studies buildings. For
more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.

I went to check my eWhen
mail this weekend I
found yet again a
chain letter in my in-box.
Delete. Well, I almost did until
I noticed it was from a friend who
isn’t the chain letter type.
Muttering "this better be good"
under my breath, I opened the letter and started scrolling through
the list of about 150 people who’d
received the message before me.
Then, I got to the message.
Hello, my name is Basmati Kasaar. I am suffering
from rare and deadly diseases, poor scores on final
exams, extreme virginity, fear of being kidnapped and
executed by anal electrocution and guilt for not forwarding out 50 billion chain letters sent to me by people who actually believe that if you send them on, then
that poor 6-year-old girl in Arkansas with a breast on
her forehead will be able to raise enough money to have
it removed before her redneck parents sell her off to the
traveling freak show.
Ha! I smelled sarcasm, and not a moment too soon.
As wonderful as it is to get mail almost instantly from
friends and family across the nation, I am amazed at
the number of otherwise intelligent people who forward me useless, memory-hogging chain letters.
If you are one of those people stop! Besides, if you
don’t stop annoying people with random useless spam,
you may find yourself a friendless schmuck.
But, the nameless author of the only decent piece of
junk e-mail I’ve ever received went on to detail the four
forms of the chain letter.
The first type of chain e-mail is the "poor starving
child" chain letter.
Hello, and thank you for reading this letter
nu see, there is a starving little boy in
Baklaliviatatlaglooshen who has no arms, no legs, no
parents aml no goats This little boy’s life could he
saved, because for rutty tune you pass this on, a dollar
will be donated to the Little Starving Legless Armless
Goalless Boy front Baklaliviatatlaglooshen Fund.
So go on, reach out. Send this to five people in the
next 47 seconds. Oh, and a reminder if you accidentally send this to Par or six people, you will die instantly Thanks again!!
Next in line for annoyance is the "keep it going or
die" letter.
Hi there!! This chain letter has been in existence
since 1897. This is absolutely incredible because there
was no e-mail then and probably not as many sad
pricks with nothing bettor tie do.

Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Body composition analysis. 1
To
to 3 p to. in the Central
Classroom Building, Room 221 For
more information, call James Burke
at 924-3377.
Spartan Dining
III
Monday Night Football, 6
the Market Cafe. For more information, call Vickie at 924-1552
SJSU Dodo Taijutsu Club
Martial arts training. 12:30 p.m.
to 1:20 p.m. in Uchida Rail, Room
202. For more information. rail

C**.,
Garth at 297-7646
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ever again.

I’ve now come to the last of the chain e-mails the
"make a wish" letter.
These messages involve scrolling through the e-mail
while making a wish. Anyone who’s tried this process
on an aging Macintosh understands the urge to wish
the sender dead.
Wasn’t that fun? Hope you made a great wish!
Now, to make you feel guilty, here:s what I’ll do. Ifyou
don’t send this to 5,096 people in the next five seconds,
you will be raped by a mad goat and thrown off a high
building into a pile of manure. It’s true!
Because, THIS letter isn’t like all of those fake ones,
THIS one is TRUE!!
Sigh. So, for those of you who suffer through annoying chain e-mails, here are my suggestions on how to
get your so-called friends to quit.
E-mail back a death threat. Threatening to strangle
them with computer wire might work well.
Send them a huge image of your Grandma Ann 20
times it is guaranteed to at least fill, and hopefully
crash, their in-box. If you are really pissed, send pictures of your Grandma Ann naked.
If you have a repeat chain mail offender on your
hands, sign them up for porn mailing lists. Hell, they
gave you their e-mail addresses.
Leah Bower is the Spartan Daily managing editor.
"Learning To Fly" appears Mondays.

light of the current
Cancer
InBreast
Awareness month, I
would like to encourage
all women to think about
their health.
I know many college
students have the "it won’t
happen to me" attitude or don’t think they are at
risk because they are young. Many say they don’t
have time for annual exams. This is exactly the
attitude that makes me cringe. It is these people
who will put off breast exams until it is too late. It
is these people who wait for a physician to detect
a lump they could have found months earlier if
they’d only checked themselves.
With one woman dying of breast cancer every
12 minutes this year in the United States, it’s time
women listened up and started taking care of
themselves. The Women’s Cancer Network, in
affiliation with the American Cancer Society, lists
several recommendations to help prevent breast
cancer.
early
Perform monthly breast self-exams
detection is vital and can increase chance of survival by 95 percent. Have annual clinical breast
exams. Women over the age of 40 should have
annual mammograms. Maintain a healthy body
weight and a low-fat diet. Consume fewer than
two alcoholic drinks per day. Exercise at least four
hours per week. Don’t smoke.
None of these alone is going to prevent breast
cancer, but by maintaining a healthy lifestyle and
having annual exams you have a better chance of
detecting symptoms early, which can increase
your chances of survival.
Unfortunately, breast cancer is not the only
cancer women need to be aware of. According to
the Women’s Cancer Network, each year approximately 82,000 women will be diagnosed with some
type of gynecological cancer. On average, every 6.4
minutes, a woman in the United States will be
diagnosed with a cancer of the reproductive
organs ovarian, uterine, cervical, vulvar, vaginal or tubal.
These cancers are a reminder for women of the
importance of annual vaginal exams. If every
woman would get an annual pap smear, the incidence of cervical cancer would drop dramatically
and would be nearly eliminated, according to the
Women’s Cancer Network.
Ovarian cancer accounts for 4 percent of all
cancer in women, but when diagnosed early while
the tumor is still limited to the ovary, the cure rate
is better than 90 percent.
These cancers kill hundreds of thousands of
women in the world every year, and still, so many
women put off having annual exams and don’t feel
the need to perform breast self-exams.
Men are also affected by breast and gynecological cancers. They have mothers, wives, sisters,
aunts, grandmothers, nieces and daughters. I
know several men whose mothers are survivors of
breast cancer. The mother of one of my best
friends is a survivor. My grandmother is a survivor. I also know too many friends and families of
victims of breast and other cancers.
Being aware of your body and your health is
the first step in preventing breast cancer. While
research continues in the fight against cancer, all
of us can begin by taking care of ourselves and
reminding the people around us to do the same.
Melissa Matchak is the Spartan Daily opinion
editor. "Off The Record" appears Mondays

Barnes at 924-5945.

information, call the Rev. Bob Barry
at 938-1610.

Nutrition and Food Science
department
Ongoing recruitment for Latina
soil Asian bone health study.
Females age 20-25 years old are eligible For more information, call Dr.
May Wang at 924-3106.

Prevention Education Program
Center
National collegiate alcohol
awareness week. For more information, call Rai-mon Barnes at 9245945.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:10 p.m. to
12:35 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center, 300 S. 10th St. For more

Prevention Education Program
Center
Tombstones on the Tower Lawn.
For more information, call Raimon

For more information, call Nancy
Black, nutritionist, at 924-6118.

Lutheran Student Fellowship
Fall lecture series: "Lost and
Found in the Cosmos" featuring Dr.
Robert Newton, 7 p.m. at the First
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 374 S.
Third St. For more information, call
Tim Gerdes at 292-5404.
Student Health Center
The Nutrition Education Action
Team is available for presentations
to student groups on topics such as
healthy eating on campus, sports
nutrition, body image and eating
disorders, and general nutrition.

New Student Advising and
Orientation
Last week for Sparta leader
recruitment and application pick
up, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Student
Life Center. For more information,
call Tony, Myra or Crystal at 9245950.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge
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Pass this on to 15,067 people
or something horrible will happen to you like this:
Miranda Pinsley was walking home. She recently received
this letter and ignored it. She
then tripped in a crack in the
sidewalk, fell into the sewer, was
gushed down a drainpipe in a
Leah Bower
flood of poopie and went flying
out over a waterfall. Not only
did she smell nasty, she died.
This Could Happen To You!!!
Third in line, and most annoying, is the "touchyfeely" chain letter.
As if you care, here is a poem that I wrote. Send it to
every one of your friends.
Friends! A friend is someone who is always at your
side. A friend is someone who cleans up for you after
you’ve soiled yourself A friend is someone who pretends
they like you when they really think you should be
raped by mad goats, then thrown to vicious dogs. A
friend is NOT someone who sends you chain letters
because he wants his wish of being rich to come true.
Now pass this on! If you don’t, you’ll never have sex
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Some e-mail chain letters good for a laugh
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Readers are encouraged tee express themselves on
the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an
issue or point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited fbr clarity, grammar, libel
and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, addiess, phone number, signs.
ture and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight
Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237,
e-mail at SDAILY4cjmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-1)149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necesminty reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism and
Communications or SJSU.
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Walk
Continued from pg 1
a spokesman for Walk For AIDS.
This figure, he said, will rise significantly after donations from
various corporations are received.
SJSU organizations that participated included the Occupation
Therapy Association, the Health
Science Department, Beta Phi,
Lambda Sigma Gamma and
Omega Sigma.
Toy, who is a magazine journalism major, said many students
won’t take AIDS seriously until
they are loaded down with the
weight of a personal tragedy such

as his.
Food, which delivers meals to
"It brings ... a red light, a flag, AIDS patients who are too sick
to make you think and realize the to leave their homes, Moyer said
actions you do," Toy said. "You she hears the hardship the disknow not to share needles, do ease causes firsthand from AIDS
drugs, or have sexual intercourse victims. Sometimes it is in small
if you don’t really know the per- things, such as the many beepers
son."
she hears going off to signal a
At least one SJSU student patient to take their medication.
who attended the walk didn’t Other times it is something big,
need to be hit with a personal such as the death of a person
tragedy to understand the whom she worked with.
affects of AIDS. The reality of
"The hope and the optimism
AIDS echoes in the mind of that I see, it’s really inspiring
Jennifer Moyer a senior psyand it really makes our problems
chology major who volunteered seem so small," Moyer said.
to register walkers Sunday
Moyer said she believes that
every day of her life.
people in relationships should
As a volunteer for AIDS pro- have safe sex and even ask their
grams such as Project Angel partner to have a blood test.

"AIDS has changed everything
in terms of sexual relationships,"
Moyer said. "Every relationship
I’ve ever had, that’s been a major
issue. It’s (blood tests and safe
sex) good for your peace of mind.
They say when you sleep with
someone you’ve slept with every
person they’ve slept with."
Moyer pointed toward a van
that was offering free HIV testing as she made that point.
The van from the Santa Clara
Valley Health and Hospital system was offered testing for HIV
throughout the afternoon.
Operators used an oral test
called Ora-Sure, which is supposed to be just as accurate as a
blood test, said Ron Shoof, a

Jose

S tale

Santa Clara county coordinator
for HIV testing.
A salty swab, placed in a person’s mouth, absorbs antibodies
of the AIDS virus if they are in
the mouth.
Those tested were told they
would have to wait two weeks
before picking up the results.
They couldn’t receive the results
over the phone because a state
law says anyone tested by an
entity that receives state funding must receive counseling after
the results are given. After four
hours Shoof estimated the hospital tested about 30 people.
Cecilia Moscoso, who was
walking with the health science
department, said she was think-

Universit

ing of getting tested again
Sunday.
"I had one (a AIDS test) but-k
didn’t want to go back and get
the result," Moscoso said.
Roger Shaff, one of the cool’dit
nators of Walk for Aids and a vot"
unteer at the Health Education
and Training Center in San Jake:
said the message about the danger of AIDS has been received by,
people, but they aren’t changing
the way they behave.
"I’m really very surprised at
the high amount of information
that they have about HIV and
AIDS about transmission and
prevention," Shaff said. "What
disturbs me is that they aren’t
changing their behavior."

U.S. suggests helping Russia meet new shared nuclear threat
WASHINGTON (AP)
A
potential threat from radical
nations, shared by the United
States and Russia, motivated a
U.S. proposal that they amend a
bedrock anti-nuclear treaty to
allow limited missile defense systems.
U.S. officials said Sunday U.S.
negotiators have proposed that
the Americans help Russia finish
a major radar installation near
Irkutsk, Siberia, oriented across
Russia’s vast southeastern coast
to keep watch on North Korea
among others. In exchange,
Russia would agree to alter the
1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile treaty
so that both countries could establish national missile defense systems.
The ABM treaty, ratified by the
Senate in August 1972, bans construction of systems to defend
against ballistic missile attacks.
An outgrowth of the first strategic
arms limitations talks, the treaty

is considered a cornerstone arms
control agreement.
"We don’t want to weaken
Russian security. We’re looking
to enhance both countries’ security, and that may need some
adjustments to the ABM treaty,"
White House chief of staff John
Podesta said on ABC’s "This
Week."
He said the goal is to cope
with nuclear threats from countries such as Iran and North
Korea, which the Americans consider "rogue states," while leaving the essence of the ABM treaty
intact.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright told CNN’s "Late
Edition" the discussions have not
advanced past preliminary stages.
She said U.S. officials are making
it very clear that any U.S. missile
defense effort would be directed
not against Russia but against
rogue states. She mentioned Iran
and North Korea.

"We don’t want to weaken
Russian security. We’re looking
to enhance both countries
security..."
John Podesta
White House chief of staff

"We are very concerned about
the development of missile technology, nuclear weapons, by the
rogue states and consider that to
be a threat to us and to the
Russians," Albright said. "They
are obviously concerned, as are
we, about what the future holds.
... We want to work together on
dealing with what this major
threat is from the rogue states."
Spurgeon Keeny, president and
executive director of the Arms
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Even though the power had
been restored her business
telephone line still had not,
said Nguy, who was referring to
the interupted phone service
that took morethan one week
to fix.
Next door to Thai Son, Tung
Kee Noodle House was closed
for the evening because of the
power outage.
Outside the door a sign was
posted that said, "Sorry we are
closed due to a power failure.
Will open tomorrow thanks."
Vehicles and pedestrians
along Seventh Street paused at
intersections because traffic
lights in the area were also out
of service.
San Jose resident Helen
Richardson decided to leave
her house and do laundry while
waiting out the situation.
"The power has been out for
a few hours," Richardson said
"I haven’t called (PG&E), but I
figured it would be on soon."

$

but would reveal no specifics.
The radar-enhancement ideir
drew no fire from senators of
either party Sunday.
Republican presidential hopeful Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz?;
said it is clear that the Nixon -ere’
ABM treaty needs changes. His
GOP colleague, Sen. Mitch’.
McConnell, R-Ky., said "whatevet
it takes ... to protect our people"
should be done.
Robert
Sen.
Democratic
Torricelli
of New
Jersey
expressed hope that members of
both parties, bitterly divided by
last week’s scrapping of a treaty
to ban nuclear testing, can
"together work with the Russians
to save the (ABM) treaty."
Even with the test-ban treaty,
Torricelli said, "The United
States is going to need at least
some limited ballistic missile.
defense."
The three lawmakers spoke 011i
NBC’s "Meet the Press."

can keep your love alive

Transformer causes power outage
in local downtown neighborhood
Daily staff report
More than 4,000 businesses
and residents in downtown San
Jose were affected by a power
outage at 2 p.m. on Sunday
afternoon.
"A transformer went out on
10th and Keyes (streets)," said
Jonathan Franks, a media relations spokesperson for PG&E.
The power resumed shortly
after 5 p.m., half an hour after
Franks predicted the power
would come back on.
"It was originally going to be
fixed by 3:40 p.m., but it is
apparently taking longer to
fix," Franks said. "Hopefully by
4:45 p.m. service will be
restored."
Thai Son, a Thai grocery
store, located on Williams and
Seventh streets, was one of the
businesses affected by the outage.
"I closed down the shop
while the power was out,"
owner Linh Nguy said.

Control Association, called the
ABM amendment proposal an
overreaction. He doubts the
Russians will go along with it.
"Such a minimal treaty adjustment directed solely at North
Korea or the so-called rogue
states, an essentially nonexistent
threat, doesn’t make sense,"
Keeny said. "The Russians and
Chinese cannot believe the U.S. is
so terrified of their token capability. This would cost millions and

millions of dollars and jeopardize
all arms control."
Russia rejected previous U.S.
efforts to renegotiate the ABM
treaty, and Russian officials have
not responded to the current proposal. Russian President Boris
Yeltsin said this month in a letter
to Japanese Prime Minister Keizo
Obuchi that Russia is reluctant to
change the ABM treaty.
Just two weeks ago, the commander of Russia’s strategic missile forces, Col. Gen. Vladimir
Yakovlev, said the United States
would trigger a Cold War-style
arms race by developing a missile
shield in violation of the 1972
Anti-Tiallistic Missile Treaty. It
would threaten all disarmament
agreements between the two
countries, Yakovlev said.
National security spokesman
Mike Hammer said the United
States has discussed "possible
sharing of data and information
that would be useful" to Russia

0111,1WIct Ill
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Contact: Kristin (925) 867-1800 ext. 161
Reproductive Science Center of the Bay Area

3160 Crow Canyon Road, Ste. 150, San Ramon, CA 94583

PARTY TRAYS AVAILABLE
Come to "DOLLAR CHINESE"
I Await(’ one block from
commix, on the corner of 10th Street
and F. %%Mum Street.

(408)275-9058 - ifsm-9pm

#3 combo
$300

Combo
$400

For 3 items For 4 items
IISTIOoo
si CHINESE
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
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$,oinal Exam
’Consultation
’Traction Massage

Students, faculty, and staff:
HELP STOP DOMESTIC VIOLENCE!
Get involved in planning a conference to be held

Saturday, March 11,2000 at SJSU
Creating Coalition For Prevention:
Domestic Violence Across Racial, Ethnic, and
Cultural Contexts

Panels, workshops and research paper presentations,
performance artists, and films presented by researchelS,
students, artists, and practitioners in tie field of domestic
violence es(aminin9 issues of race, ethnicity, and culture in
relation to violence in families.
Get involved by contacting:
Dr. Murray CO 924-5327 or Dr. Baba @ 924-5334
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NEWS
San

State

Jose

Devastation
Continued from pg 1
marked off, restricting access to
all but rescue personnel. The
newswoman, some distance from
the collapsed section, but still
within view of the freeway, gave
her report.
Behind the reporter was a
sign, Narveson said. It was a
simple sign spray painted on plywood.
But, Narveson said, it was
not the nature of the sign that
bothered him. It was what it said
that caused him to sit up and
pay attention.
The sign read, "Looters will be
shot," Narveson recalled.
In all subsequent reports,
Narveson said he never saw that
sign again, he said.
At the university, tiles fell off
ceilings and light fixtures fell.
Power went down. Cracks were
found in pillars, joints and stairwells.
One injury occurred, when an
employee tried to re-light a boiler. After receiving care at San
Jose Medical Center, he was
released, the Spartan Daily
reported.
Clark Library was the scene
of some of the greatest damage.
"I thought the whole building
was going to collapse," Roger
Tran, a senior majoring in electrical engineering told the Daily.
"This was the strongest earthquake I ever felt."
The fourth and fifth floors
were knee level in books, with
twisted shelves teetering precariously, the paper reported.

Universit
Structural engineers from
around the state were given the
task to go out an survey all the
California State University campuses, Zavagno said.
The CSU Committee for campus planning, building and
grounds issued a policy statement on seismic safety in May
1993. Included in the statement
were Seismic Review Board recommendations for a Seismic
Retrofit Program.
The four SJSU buildings
requiring earthquake retrofitting were the Seventh Street
garage, the 10th Street garage,
Duncan Hall and Sweeney Hall.
SJSU now meets the latest in
seismic standards, Zavagno said.
But, Zavagno said, buildings
may fail.
"You hope not, but chances are
Ruth Halter
in a major earthquake, there will
Library director during the ’89 quake be cracks, and there will be settold the Spartan Daily tling," Zavagno said. "Buildings
will stand, but there may be
doors out of whack."
Buildings containing essential operations, such as power
San Carlos streets now a walk- destroyed.
The lab, an SJSU-managed plants, would be built to differway, was flooded with hundreds
with
five
other ent seismic standards, he said.
of students from the residence venture
A $1.5 million falling hazard
halls after students were evacu- California State University campuses, contained one of the most audit was included with
ated from them.
Minor damage was reported advanced clean rooms in upgrades, Zavagno said.
The audit looked at what
to the 10th Street garage accord- California.
Costs to demolish and rebuild could fall during an earthquake.
ing to the Daily. A small metal
plate connecting the stairwell the marine facility came to $4.9 In the campus’ central wareand the structure had broken million, the Spartan Daily house, supports for shelving
were added. Across the campus,
away, but did not pose a threat to reported.
One of the positives that came fire existinguishers and light fixpedestrians or motorists. Only
the bottom floor of the Seventh out of the quake, said Jim tures were examined.
All were found as part of the
Street garage was left open by Zavagno, associate director of
and audit.
Design
supervisor Planning,
parking garage
A rough estimate for all seisWarren Lee, to allow motorists Construction at SJSU, was the
in to clear tin. st rect for emer- development of a Seismic Review mic upgrades, including the
hazard audit, was $8.2
the
California
State
falling
Board by
gency viAlicles. the Spartan
million, Zavagno said.
University system.
Daily said

Special Collections on the third
floor of Wahlquist library was in
similar condition.
"If we had gotten a second
aftershock, it would have been
good bye people," library director
Ruth Hafter told the Daily. "It
was a miracle no one was hurt."
Washington Square Hall, then
known as the Old Science
Building, had a serious chemical
spill as well as a broken water
pipe in the basement
The street near Ninth and

The campus was closed for
four days.
Damage estimates for the
SJSU main campus came to
$1.17 million, the Spartan Daily
reported Facilities Development
and Operations as saying the
Tuesday after the quake.
Perhaps the greatest damage
was reserved for the Moss
Landing Laboratories. Built on
sand on an island off the coast
between Monterey and Santa
Cruz, it was completely

"If we had gotten a second
aftershock, it would have been
goodbye people. It was a miracle no one was hurt."
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quake. Coffee shop employees furiously washed the
surviving 56 dishes on a continual basis to serve customers.
While electricity and
water lines remained out to
homes, the 10-room Ludlow
Motel provided temporary
housing to residents who
split shifts in the 24-hour
town, which exists solely as a
stop for motorists on
Interstate 40.
Many Ludlow residents
it’s a place where
agree
the work ethic is strong and
sense of community is
stronger.
"Without the businesses
we have no reason to be
here," said Levi Falice, who
doubles as a gas station
clerk and worker at the
Ludlow Truck Tire Repair
Shop.

Fires rip through N. Calif.
Fires
BELLA VISTA (API
burned out of control across thousands of acres of brush and grass
Northern
in
Sunday
on
California, where the blazes have
destroyed scores of homes and
forced thousands of people to
evacuate.
Winds moderated in the afternoon and some of those forced on
Saturday to flee a 20,000-acre
fire in Shasta County were
allowed to return to see if they
still had homes. More than 100

structures were destroyed.

"There’s people calling who
I’ve known for 20 years, calling to
see if their houses are okay," said
volunteer Fire Capt. Jan Gross. "I ;
don’t have the heart to tell them
they’ve lost it."
Karen Jane Savage, 44, a vol-;
unteer firefighter from Junction
City, Calif, died after she was hit’
by a fire truck near the blaze, said Rose Wyckoff of the
of
Department
California
Forestry.

Free
Hip Hop Party!!!

Than
entirely new
audience!

"Right Move.s, Right Clwices

Advertise in the
Spartan Daily to
reach stucerTts all
across campus.

Dining Commons OD GJSU;
Oct. 21, 1999, 9-12 pm
Free Mocktails will be served.

2(bereiri workffr

Y

408-295-8886

"As long as the businesses
are going, we get paid," he
said.
Founded in 1882 by the
Ludlow Mining Co., the town
along the Santa Fe Trail was
home to a booming mineral
and silver mine.
When Route 66 was built
through the town in the
1920s, Ludlow became a
stopping-off point along the
side of the 2,448-mile ."mother road" between Chicago
and Los Angeles.
Today, Ludlow remains a
lone watering hole for
parched motorists making
their way across the Mojave
Desert.
Knoll and his family purchased the town in 1978, and
it is now valued at nearly $7
million. Under the ownership of the Knolls, the
as
Ludlow has blossomed
evidenced by a recently inaugurated Dairy Queen.

Continued from pg 1
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CHINESE CUISINE
FOOD TO GO
Mandel rin & SzechuatT Luisine
Box Lunches To Go
sAlLy
Oo
Lunch and Dinner
11:30-9:00 PM
CLOSED SUNDAY
Catering Available

vvtty q’s

294-3303 or 998-9427
131 F. Jackson Street

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

. .

Opportunities for
New Grads exist in:
Cardiovascular
Gastroenterology
General Surgical
Medical/Surgical
Oncology
Penanesthesia
Psychiatry

urology

It, Whirr /I ’
nr irk., an evr,11
nr arm;

.

Dermatology
General Medical
Infusion Therapy
Neurology
Otolaryngology
Plastic Surgery
Transplantation

Critical Care
Ooltsm,ht, Pmg.ni)
Hematology
Nephrology
Orthopedics
Perioperative
Rehabilitation

Pancake qt-cakfast
at the 4Sql
Simpkins
Phyllis
Internationale] louse

Mayo Clinic is an internationally respected private,
not -for-profit, group practice of medicine providing
comprehensive clinical, research and education programs
in Rochester, Minnesota.
Mayo Nursing has been awarded Magnet Hospital Recognition
Status for Excellence in Nursing Service by the American
Nurses Credentialing Center. Enjoy the best of both worlds. a
Stimulating nursing practice environment and a quality lifestyle.

$4.00 Students
$6.00 Non-Students
$15.00 Family of four

Mayo Clinic & Hospitals offer a highly competitive salary and
benefits package. Relocation assistance available. We invite
you to become a valued colleague on our healthcare team.
For further information or application, contact:

fa.

360 S. 11th St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 924-6570

www_mayo.edu
e-mall

SAN JOSE 456 MERIDIAN AVE (408) 297-4707
SACRAMFNTO
SAN FRANCISCO
PM 0 Al TO

* French Toast and Omelettes
served too!
* Live entertainment
* Wheelchair accessible

Human Resources, 200 1st Street SW OF

’
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Sunday, October 24th, 1999
9:30 am - 1:30 pm
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CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for prorkacts or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid adverbial*
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
SAN JOSE REPERTORY THEATRE
Hiring for our subcnption
campaign! P/T eve hours. Close
to SJSU. Sales exp. required.
Call Matt @367-7232.
ADMIN/CLERICAL HR SUPPORT
PT (25 hrs/wk)
Temporary (October-December)
Ideal flexible schedule in a fun
and friendly child oriented work
environment located in Campbell.
Responsibilities will include: filing,
copying, compiling packets and
miscellaneous Human Resources
projects. Office experience a plus.
Excellent wages. Call Mary at
408-371-9900 or fax resume:
408-371-7685. EOE.
WANTED: 2 HIGH ENERGY REPS
to distnbute CD Marketing &
Finance software. Fax resume
831-688-1779 or
email - mrnediab@Aol.com
TEMP JOB TO GET THRU FALL!
Great for student w/flex schedule.
Bindery work at Smith McKay
Printing. $8/hr. Very near SJSU.
Call 292-8901.
TRANSPORTATION SCHEDULERS
OUTREACH Paratransit hiring
friendly individuals to schedule
transportation for senior/disabled
on phone using transportation
software. We will train. Some
Windows 95/98 experience
tjelpful. FIT or P/T, weekends.
Excellent benefits $8.99/hr.
FAX resume to 408-4379499, or
apply at 97 E. Brokaw Rd.. Suite
140. San Jose 95112

HEY BABYsitter needed. 7 month
SECURITY
boy in SJ. 15+hrs/wk - flex hrs.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Call Lisa @ 408/2306037.
We will train you. Student Fnendly.
F/T, P/T, Weekdays & Weekends.
STUDENT OFFICE ASSISTANT
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
Spartan Dining Administration
Flexible Schedule.
seeks student assistant for data
408247 4827
entry, record keeping, answering
phones & assisting customers & PART-TIME POSITION available
vendors. Must be proficient with Vetennary Hospital xi Santa Clara
PC Windows, have excellent cont Will train. 408-241-8200.
munication/customer service
skills, and be able to work inde- REPUTABLE MONTESSORI has
pendently. Office clerical expen openings for following positions:
ence a must. Accounting or Busi- DAYCARE STAFF PERSON
ness majors preferred. Approx.
Part -Time (2:30-6:30). Working
20-25 hrs/week, Tues. thru Thurs. with elementary aged children.
8am llam a must, other hours INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
negotiable. $7.50/hour. ApplicaFull or Part -Time. Must have
tions can be picked up at the 6 ECE units.
Spartan Dining Admin. Office. Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140
Bldg. #37 10am - 4pm daily.
Application deadline: 10/22/99.
EGG DONORS NEEDED! All races.
Ages 21-30. Compensation $5,000.
SUMMER Management Program OPTIONS National Fertility Registry.
NOW HIRING FUTURE BUSINESS
1-800-886-9373
LEADERS. Marketing, Sales and
www.fertilityoptions.com
Management Skills Trained.
Confidence, Leadership and
LIBRARY
Motivation Required. Salary range:
/ Part-Time Positions
$5.000 (base)- $20.000 (summer)
Available Throughout CA.
1-800-295-9675
Librarians. Assts. & Clerks
www.varsitystudent.com
Library Education/Experience.
Visit us at www.almusa.com
RECEPTIONIST P/T
Law Office on the Alameda needs ATTENTION: SJSU-STUDENTS
part-time reception help. Your Part-time work available with
brains and enthusiasm are more flexible hours 15-30 hours/week)
important than your experience. Internships possible
Apply in person or phone 2926400. All majors may apply
1830 The Alameda, San Jose.
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
FORTUNE 500 CO.- Here’s your Start at $13.10 base appt.
Earn $65 -$393 per week
chance to start a career! Maytag
Appliances is looking for motivated Gain valuable experience in
individuals like you! Position
customer service & sales
is part-time sales presenter
No experience necessary
with excellent bonus. Starting rate
Extensive training provided
is $15.00. If interested, call Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
1-888-999-3132 ext. 34428 or
CALL 979-9700 llam 4pm
408-835-5126.
www.workforstudents.com
NOW HIRING DELIVERY DRIVERS
Earn $8 to $14 per hour. Apply DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Full/Part
in person at: Pizza-A.Go-Go. Time. Will train. Flex hours. Call
117 E. San Carlos St. 280-0707. 408.363-4182.

THE OLD SPAHETTI FACTORY
SCOTTS SEAFOOD DOWNTOWN
Now hiring for part time positions.
HIRING ALL POSfTIONS $$$
We offer:
FAX resune 971-1719. No phn calls.
Flexible schedules, day or evening.
PT/FT PAID INTERN
a great environment with
Parking free! Close to SJSU.
excellent benefits.
15-40 hrs/wk, flex hours.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
Need PC skills. 35+ wpm.
, We tom Our own training program!!
. ’ We are looking for neat. bright, & HR or high-tech experience a plus.
Fax resume to:
. energetic people in the following aeas:
Cindy (408) 298-9701.
Food Server 121 or older please).
’Hostess. Busser, 8, Kitchen Help.
LOOKING FOR TUTORS
Apply in person
.2pm to 4pm, Monday thru Friday to work with a language and social
skills delayed child. lraining
. 51 N. San Pedro. San Jose.
provided. $12 per hour. Call Kim
INTERN- investment Mgmt. Co. @ 408-263-9218.
-seeks individual w/good comm.
skills $8 - $12/hr. + incentives. PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
Flexible hours. 1650-322-8996.
HOPE Rehabilitation Services,
a non-profit agency which offers a
RADIO PROMO Marketing and variety of quality services for indi.Appointment Setting nationwide. viduals who have developmental
.Part-time student positions. Call disabilities, has part S, full time
employment opportunities.
-now. Christi @ 408-350-1370.
If you are interested in living
with a developmentally disabled
AUTOCAD (V14) DRAFTER
hours.
Next
to
campus.
individual
in exchange for rent: or
P/T, flex
assisting someone during the
Great engineering firm.
week with daily living skills such
408-282-1500.
as grocery shopping ($10/hr) call
Shannon at 408/2820410.
COME JOIN OUR TEAM!
If you would like information
Bridgepoint at Los Altos. a Transamerica Senior Living Community, about the FT. benefited positions
wants to talk with you. We am build- of job coach and instructor (day
ing our team and are looking for activity, work activity or senior
energetic & enthusiastic individuals center program) or PT substitute
interested in working with seniors. positions in various programs
($9/hr) call Valerie in HR at
We are hiring for full & part-time:
408/748-2890.
* Activity Director
We have flexibility to work
Community Relations Director
around a student schedule for the
Weekend Receptionist
PT
work
& are located close to
Caregivers
SJSU. FT positions come with
Dining Room Servers
excellent benefits. This is a good
Housekeepers
opportunity to get practical experiCooks
ence in the field & work with a
Maintenance Staff
Come visit our community!!! Bring great group of clients & staff. All
your resume or come fill out an majors welcome.
application S, receive a Starbucks
CROCODILE CAFE
gift certificate.
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
BridgePoint at Los Altos
Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
1174 Los Altos Ave.
Come join our talented team of
Los Altos, CA 94022
hosts, food runners. bussers. and
650948.7337
servers. We’re always accepting
650-948-7779 FAX
applications. Please apply in
Thurday. 2- 5pm.
ADMIN ASSIST / RECEPTIONIST person Monday.
Small consulting services co. in 2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Downtown SJ seeks a F/T person
w/excel phone skills. PC skills,
admin experience. HR or high-tech
background a plus. $11.00/hr.
Fax resume to: Cindy 408298.9701.
AVOID CHUMP JOBS work for a fun Internet start-up!
Eam 5$, great experience, and
get free cool stuff. Apply
www.snacktcom
111500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 202-452-5901.
$1,0001 Wal(LY11 Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make
$800, weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details.
send 1 stamp to: N-28, PMB 552.
12021 Wilshire 01.
Los Angeles, CA 90025

REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for a Daycare Assistant
6 ECE units required.
Children 2 6 years old. Contact
Pascale at 408615-1254.
ACUFACTS SECURITY
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
Full & part-time positions available
Paid training
Excellent benefits
No experience necessary
Apply in personal
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose
Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880.
RESTAURANT: Wait Staff. Busser.
Host/Hostess. Cashier, 5$! Call
408-377-6456.
TELEMARKETING Part/Fan/Ts
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
Media Promotions 408-494-0200.
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time
(825hours/week) positions available with youth serving agency.
Opportunities include gang prevention specialist, after school coordinator (at-risk elementary & middle
school), data entry and admix
support. Bilingual Spanish a plus.
Salary $8 to $12 an hour.
Resume and cover letter to Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara County Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave.,
San Jose, CA 95128. AA/EOE
Fax: 14081 287-8025 or Email:
asullivan@ginscouts-gsscc.org
NANNY: For very cute, good 2 yr
old & possibly 4 month old. 8-12
hrs/wk. flexible. In Los Altos near
280 & 85. Must be dependable.
responsible & fun. Exp and refs
required. Emily 650-938-2580,

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area
Clerical. Technical. Full-time,
Call Lupe 408/942-8866 or email
iupe@electronixstaffing.com.

DAYCARE TEACHERS.
8-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare.
P/T rrflar afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous expenence with
children preferred. Please call
T EAC HER S/ AIDES/ LEADERS
244.1968 x 16
Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec. Dept
Elementay School Age Recreation
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M-F. A few
intl-is visit; run
positions avail approx 7am-llam.
XInt salary. no ECE units req. Directors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Aides
Call Janet 354 8700 x223.
FT S, PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler.
TEACHERS. AIDES and SUBS
NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids? preschool & school age children.
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
Join the team at Small World
Schools and get great expenence salary, excellent benefits package
working with kids ages 5 - 12.
to FT & PT employees and an
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS otters enriching work environment. For
competitive pay. excellent training, positions avail at our centers in:
and a fun work environment. San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
FT and PT available. Call (408) Campbell. Saratoga, Cupertino,
Morgan HIN & Redwood City
283-9200 ext. 21.
call 008)3719900er
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS fa resumes to (408) 371-7685
jariderson@cdicdc.org
wanted. Fun environment, close to
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Rex For more info about COI/CDC &
qualifications. call our 24 Hour
Fours, Central YMCA 298171704.
Jobline @ 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE
RECEPTIONIST for upscale
Heavy
phones
Spa.
Saratoga
FOR SALE
& scheduling, some retail.
Exceptional customer service
skills and a commitment to SNAKES; Baby Red Tailed Boas,
excellence required. Competitive born 4-20.99. 2 ft long. Beautiful
pay. benefits. Flexible sched- vibrant red tails - call 408939-4123.
ule PT/FT. Also hiring for:
VNASMART.COM
CUSTOMER SERVICE order
Buy/Sell Your Stuff & More!
fulfillment for on-line orders.
Bikes, Cars. Jobs, Roommates.
and LICENSED MANICURIST.
Harmonie European Day Spa. Visist SJSU’s FREE marketplace
www.masmartcom
Fax: 408-741-4901. Phone:
Sara 408-741-4997 ext 115.
www.harmoniespa.com
’,

SERVICES

WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY!
Immediate temp/perm
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers. Etc.
(4081866-8550

SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool & School Age Asst, DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
TEACHERS. & AIDES
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY PT & FT with excellent benefits Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of Santa
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and Call 370-1877 x 29.
Clara Valley is now hiring for
Reschod Teachers and Aides. F/T &
P/T posit ions available. Substitute VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS Preschool & School-Age Childcare
Centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
Ambitious & energetic people
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are needed. FT/PT. Eam $8-$15 per Santa Clara, Los Gatos. Saratoga.
required for teacher positions but hour (average). Flexible, will work Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas &
Berryessa. Full and part-time
around your school schedule.
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent oppportunity for Child Lots of fun and earn good money. positions available. Hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams,
Call (408) 867-7275, leave
Development majors. Please call
great experience in working with
voicemail or email us at
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
www.connthianparking.com. Leave children, career advancement.
fax resume to 248-7350.
name and number where you can and good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
be contacted.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
in ECE, education, recreation.
Part-time. Flexible Hours.
psychology, sociology, physical
JAVA/C++ PROGRAMMERS
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose. SDV seeks full-time and part-time education and/or other related
developers fluent In Java/C++ who fields. Please call Beth Profio at
Inner City Expfess.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose, demonstrate good written & verbal 408-291-8894 for information and
communication skills. Successful locations.
VALET PARKERS Part-time. candidates will develop technoloevenings & weekends in Los gies to support scientific data.
DELJVERY DRIVERS WANTEDI
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be databases. & related web access
Earn $200 every weekend.
neat in appearance with good & visualization tools. Flexible hours
Must have reliable truck 8, ins.
Lifting required.
customer service skills. Must be for part-time work. Within walking
408-292 7876
able to drive a 5 speed and have distance of San Jose State. Send
a valid CDL. Immediate opening & resume & salary requirements to:
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
flexible schedules available. Earn resumes@digitalcreativity.com .
& Regular Class $8.60511.52 hr.
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call
Saratoga School Distnct,
1-9252101232. Golden Gate Valet. AUTISM ASSISTANT: Students
needed to work with our 4 year old Can 867-3424x504 for application
&
information.
Immediate Need,
intensive
P/T INSTRUCTORS - PARTY autistic son. We have an
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science home program based on applied
EARN EXTRA CASH $
programs. Need reliable car & behavior analysis (LovaasMethod)
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will and the skillful use of positive
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
train Mad Science 408/262 5.137 reinforcement. Professional
training will be provided by Autism Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Partnership. Flexible hours:
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
Contact California Cryobank
11/ 1. Instructors Elem . Schools. Afternoons, Eves or Weekends
650-324-1900, M.F. 8-4:30.
Degree / Credential NOT Required. 16- 10 hrs/wk). We are located in
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need Cupertino. close to 280 and 85.
Car. VM: 008)287-4170 ext. 408. Please call Aria at 408-777-0467. Si STARTUP - P/T telemarketer
needed. Good pay. flexible hrs,
EOE/ME
DIRECT SALES MARKETING, friendly environment, growth oppty.
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP International Golf Co. SJSU Exp. required. Call 408.260-8733.
needed for small, exclusive location, 510430 per hour. part
shop and kennel. PT, Tues Sat or full time. Morning or afternoon. TEACHERS & AIDES, YWCA has
immediate openings throughout
Must be reliable, honest. able to Call 971-1645,
San Jose. P/T with benefits.
do physical work. Exp. working
AM/PM shifts. Fax resume to
For Part-Time and
w/dogs preferred, but will train.
408294-1373 or contact Susan
dog
low!
$6.50
hr.
Full-Time
Positions,
call
for
Great wily
408.295-4011 x215.
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Can FAX resume to 408/3774)109
fees
placement,
Fast
no
371-9115.
or Call
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
Office jobs in local companies
to get $$ PAID SS
Students/grads/career change
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES. Graphic
to lose up to 30 lbs.
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Designers & Writers wanted for
Mateo
in
the next 30 days.
InternSan
weekly newspaper. PT &
San Jose to
Natural. Guaranteed.
Phone: (650) 325-1133
ship available. Call 408-928-1T50
Call
Fax: (650) 325-3639
14081 7935256.
or fax resume to 408-928-1757.
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com

DEBT PROBLEMS?
REDUCE your monthly bills up to
60%. CONSOLIDATE your bills
(credit cads, student loans, medical.
cars. IRS) into ONE LOW monthly
payment. FREE CONSULTATION.
408-278-1500 / 800-774-7977
GEFS, Inc. 12 S. First St. Ste. 406
San Jose, CA 95113.

INSURANCE
BEST RATES ON
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
4x4’s
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
S.R. Filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
8am 8pm Mon- Sat
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
hafgee@aol.com
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drrvers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
"Good Students" ’Educators"
"Engineers" ’Scientists"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Day
$5

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Five
Days
$13

Please check /
one classification:

Addre,,

Zip coda

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
Fff.MZYJASCCiftillil
20 + consecutive issues. receive 10. off
40 + consecutive issues. receive 20. off
50 + consecutive issues. receive 25. off
Local rates apply to Santa Oars County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff a faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Send check of money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bent el Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
IN All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
IN QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
HealthEleauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainmeni
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community

IF YOU LIKE MET ABOUFE. you
will love THE MOST INCREDIBLE
METRIM PLUS. One half the price!
Buy wholesale receive a check!
Free Sample 8885317965.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently reniove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest Lip
- Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 12/31/99.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17. Crnbi.
(408) 379-3500.

REMALMISEIB

SPACIOUS 182 BORM APTS.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa, sauna,
full gym. on site management, all
appliances inclucledoentral A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So 415 St. (408) 279-3639.

SPORTS/THRILLS
SKI & BOARD WHISTLER BC
with SJSU Ski & Snossiboard Club.
4 days/5 nights Jan 8-13, 2000.
Airfare. condo & kit only $549. Phn:
971-0984/286-7883/4456380
www.sjsu.edu/orgs/skiclub
email - skiclub@emaitsjsu.edu

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
AUTO FOR SALE
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
A CADILLAC for Cadillac Laws
247-7486
www.bworks.corn/elec/
1986 Cadillac Sedan Deville
practice/briseno.htm
97K ml, Excellent Condition!
$5,000/obo. Mike 650-401-3996

TUTORS
BI-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics Trig - Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
SAT - GED - CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
Computer: Vis.Basic, Vis.C++
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Email: tutor90763@aol.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS
HOW A CHANGE IN ONE’S
THOUGHT BRINGS HF_AUNG.
650 KSTE AM radio Sundays 7:30am on online at:
www.cssentIneiradlo.com

Daily

STUDENT DENTAL PLANT
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1 800-655-3225.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

NarTIP

BEAUTY/HEALTH
BEAUTY CLUB: 505S. 10th St. PROFESSIONAL Wood Proceeekt
#205. Hair cut as low as $6. Theses. Term Papers, Resumes,
Group Protects. etc
1 free cut for every 10 visits. $15
All formats. specializing in APA.
for full -set nails. 408-993-2250.
(corner of 1 Ot h & Williamsi Mcro/inini tape transcription. Fax.
Experienced. dependable,
quick return.
CONFIDENTIAL FREE BIRTH
Control for women pills or De po
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
shot. STD screening. pap &
pregnancy tests. etc. 9420980.

ADVERTISERS - Coupon Book
forming 10.000 copies, $350 gets
you in. Also Computer Services:
KAPLAN COURSE Certificate for WP, DTP, Graphic Design, Web
CLOSET OVERFLOWING?? Store sale. good for $1.000 tuition on Pages. Custom Photo T-shirts,
excess at A-1 SELF STORAGE. GMAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT. SAT. ACT Color Photo Business Cards, etc.
Commission Sales Jobs, tool
Spaces from 5 x 5. Student $800/obo. Pgr:1510) 607-5959.
408-287-9158
Discount, 229-2900.
http://members.aolcorn/funkeyjim
WANTED
PROF. WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
IT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
Enhance Photography. 8 hours
It’s about freedom. It’s about you!
EGG DONORS WANTED
coverage. 1/0 prints, 1 11,114. &
’WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?’ Find
If you are between the ages of
lngagement Sitting included.
out for yourself. Order "WHAT IS
21 and 35. and looking for the
$950.00. Call 408-7238053.
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your
most rewarding experience of your
life. call 1-888-350-7122.
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at
WRMNG HELP:
the Church of Scientology.
Asian and Jewish donors needed.
Highest quality writing, editing.
1-500-2934463.
ghostwriting. Essays, application
statements, reports. etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
(510) 601-9554 or
email bolick8 best.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CAI,I, 408-924-3277

3 lines
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when maidng
these further contacts, they
Should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
tleasfully investigate al flmw
efletkig employment listings
tacoupons for discount
%mations or merchandise.

TEACH DRIVING. Company car.
Good Pay. After school + wknds.
HS grad. 18+. Call 971-7557
www.deluxedriving.com.

FAX: 408-924-3282

ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Colorless
5 What a
bookworm does
10 Levee
14 Vivacity
15 Bombay’s place
16 Music halls
17 Car extras
20 Hobby -shop buy
21 Revolve
22 Blaze up
23 Remain
24 Came apart
26 Charm
29 Long easy stride
30 Calgary
Stampeders’
org.
33 Kind of sign
34 Helpers
35 Pizarro’s gold
36 Lunchroom
fixtures
40 "There! - Said
It Again"
41 Currency
42 S-shaped
molding
43 "- Girls"
44 Mouse, to a cat
45 Rose oils
47 Blocks, as a
stream
48 Territory
49 Love affair
52 Site of 59 Down
53 Disguise item
56 Proposes
60 Skirt feature
61 Cads
62 Visitor to Siam
63 Cheers for a
matador
64 Robbery
65 Quip
DOWN
1 Quick kiss
2 Jai -

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MUMMA HOMO MUM
BM= WHIM OM
UMMOU MOOD MOM
=MO
OMOOM
MMMUMMO MUOOMOM
=OMB MONOM
DOMMM MMIDOWMOMM
MOM
UMWMW
MMM
DMMMUMNI2M MOM=
OWMUM MMEIWOM
UMMUOMM OMOORMM
OWUMM
MOM
HMO BOUM @IMMO
MMM MOON MUMMM
MMM =MOO MOM
0

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1999. Ureted Feature Synatcate

Final
Naval off.
Ceremony
Vestibule
Arabian gull
Party staple
Baseballer
Maglie
Sherlock
Holmes’ creator
Concept
"Quo Vadis"
co-star
Relieve
Kett of the
comics
Newly
Mail out
Now
Oil cartel
Blacksmith’s
need
Annoy
Combread
cakes
British sailor
Chain dance
Less restricted

32
34
37
38
39
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
57
58
59

Forfeits
Ms. Moorehead
Reveal
Standard
Tiny amount
Collar
Afternoon
occasions
Sprinkles with
powder
Fits of
shivering
Lhasa Gangster’s
gal
Aunt Bee’s
nephew
Here. in
Acapulco
Dinner
beverage
Charged
particles
Tiny fly
Queen’s title,
for short
Want -ad abbr.
- Mahal

MMEMM
UMMOM MIME
MMINIMMEMMINMEMM
MEM ME
MEM
MEM ddlIM
WIWI.. OM= add
OM
OEM ME
MEMEMMOMMIUMMEM
ME MEMO
mom
mom um &MN=
MEM AIM
add=
MEMO ddd
OMMEMMINIMMIMIMM
MIME dill= NAM
AM ARUM MIME
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Sluggish win for the Spartans

Owls run
all over
Spartans
Daily aaff report
For the second week in a row,
the Spartan football team had
to ponder a devastating loss of
over 40 points on a long plane
ride home from Texas.
Rice University ran all over
San Jose State University on its
way to a 49-7 victory Saturday.
only a week after
The loss
a 42-0 shutout by Texas
Christian University could
spell doom for the Spartans’
Western Athletic Conference
title hopes.
Head coach Dave Baldwin
said earlier in the week the
game would be a vital one if the
team was going to win the WAC.
The Spartans’ WAC record
dropped to 1-2 while Rice galloped to a conference best 3-0.
Rice pounded the ball up the
middle of the Spartan defense
early and often. The Owls put 28
points on the board in the first
half; with three of the touchdowns coming on the ground.
Derek Gary rushed for 101
yards and Jamie Tyler had 83
yards on the ground. Anthony
Griffin added two touchdowns
and 77 yards to the running
attack that the Spartans just
could not contain.
While the defense had its
problems stopping the run,
offensively the team could have
used a ground attack of its own.
Without the services of Deonce
Whitaker the Spartans were
held to 23 yards rushing and
lacked a much needed spark.
replacements
Whitaker’s
Darian Morton and Roger
Ratliff, combined to carry the
ball only eight times. Casey
LeBlanc also carried the ball six
times, one of which was the
team’s lone touchdown.
LeBlanc’s fourth -down run
capped an 82-yard drive.

Despite ’complacent’ effort,
volleyball team improves
to 18-1, wins 14th straight
By Lance Analla
Daily itaff writer
Despite a halfhearted effort, the San
Jose State University volleyball team
emerged victorious for the 18th time this
year with a win over Rice on Saturday
night.
SJSU improved to 18-1, continuing its
record start.
The Spartans swept the Owls in three
games, extending their streak to a school
record 14 matches.
SJSU assistant coach Gary Mann, said
his team needs to come out with more
intensity.
"We’re not as aggressive as we should
be," Mane said.
"It seems like we’re playing not to lose
in order to preserve our winning streak
when we should be more concerned with
winning the WAC."
The first two games were uncharacteristically close for SJSU, who had to come
from behind to win both games 15-12.
In the match, Rice dominated SJSU in
team blocks, collecting 13 to the Spartans’
five.
Middle blacker Joslynn Gallop, who led
SJSU with 19 kills, said the team lacked
the killer instinct needed to put Rice away
quickly.
"We didn’t have any fire and were getting blocked a lot in the first two games,"
Gallop said.
"There wasn’t a go-get-’em attitude
until the third game when we started to
move the ball around more and hit our
shots."
Rice refused to go down without a fight
in the first two matches. But the third
match was a different story. The Owls
began to look sluggish and fatigue may
have played a factor.
Rice had to fly from Texas to play
Fresno State University on Friday, then
took a bus drive to play SJSU on Saturday.

Stephanie Pascucci and Savannah Smith prepared to block
the ball Friday night against the Rice Owls at the Event Center.
SJSU head coach Craig Choate said his
team might have been a little exhausted
as well but did not see it as an excuse for
its mediocre performance.
"We’ve been too complacent lately,"
Choate said.
Our team is tired because it’s about two
months into the season and we can’t see
the light at the end of the tunnel, but it’s
like we’re on cruise control and we need to
change that."

jour
write

rain.

SJSU setter Michelle Sarkees, who continues to add to her all-time record in
assists, led the team with 43. Sarkees considers every matchup with a WAC opponent to be crucial if the team expects to
with the division.
"WAC games mean everything. We can’t
afford to lose any before we play Hawai’i
on October 29th," Sarkees said.
"In the third game, we finally took it
upon ourselves to show some pride and

Monday
October 18
Resource Fair
10-2 pm
South Side
StudentUnion,
SLC. 9th Street
Greek
Competition
(health and
Safety,
Sumowrestling)
An Quad

Tuesday
October 19

Wednesday
October 20

Ice Cream
Social/
Speaker TBA
(tentative)

Focus Group
Health Building
Room 208
*Students:
I 0:30-11:30am
2-3 pm
4-5 pm
*Staff:
12-1 pm

Thursday
October 21

Friday
October 22

Alcohol and
Diversity Speakout
12-2 pm
@ Costanoan room

Tomb Stones
Tower Lawn (Arnold
Air Society)

FREE!!!
Hip Hop Party
with WILD 94.9
9-12 pm
@ Dining Commons
Joe West Hall

Shape tomorrow’s Web, today! Download
a FREE copy of Third Voice - takes less
than two minutes - and you’re ready to
communicate with your co-eds, family
;
; and friends. And you could win a power
trip in our "Feel the Power" sweepstakes.
So engage your brain. Collaborate or
procrastinate. Your choice. Third Voice.
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RAVE
9-12 pm
@ Dining Commons,
Joe West Hall.

Co-sponsored By:
Multicultural (’enter, Counseling Services, .A r told Air Society, Asociated Students
and Residental Life.
For more information call 924-5945
All events are wheelchair accessible, call if needed
I

&ig RENT.A-CA2
10% OFF WITH SJSU STUDENT/FACULTY I.D.
Best Daily and Weekly Rates in Silicon Valley (Special Insurance and Shop Rates)
Wide variety of current model vehicle including Vans 7 to 15 passenger, 4X4’s and convertibles.
Free Pick-up Service -(Geographically restricted in Silicon Valley)
Under 25 years of age----OKAY!!! FEES WAVED

Create, compose, conspire!

proved we were the better team."
SJSU also played another WAC opponent on Friday night defeating Tulsa, 156, 15-11, 15-4.
Gallop and outside hitter Brianna Blair
paced the Spartans with 18 kills apiece.
Outside hitter Christina Lukens added 10
kills and 15 digs.
SJSU plays UC Berkeley at 7:30 p.m. .
Tuesday in the Event Center.

Prevention Education Program Presents:
"Right Moves, Right Choices"
1999 National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
October 18-22

rola

Exercise

Kenna Kohjiro/Sperial to the Daily
The Spartans won in straight sets, winning their 14th match in a.

Aver(408)998-7200
located at 711 Coleman
. (near San Jose Airport)
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EYE CLUB tiaked New
c on acts
RICHARD TOM,OD

WILD EYES CONTACT LENSES AT THE

OPTOMETRIST

874-C Blossom 11111 Road
San Jose, CA 95123
(Corner of Santa Teresa)
Tel. (408) 226-8666

for

Halloween

only $99.00
excluding: (1q01 ((1 eve e in)
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